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Later, Odysseus said it was his idea. No one could deny it, as all the
others there at the time had died, either in Troy or on the journey home.
Odysseus was never slow to claim credit. But he was a brave man and
agreed to hide inside the wooden horse with twenty-three armed men.
After the horse had been rolled into full view of Troy, Agamemnon
burned the Greek camp, ordered the boats to sea, and sailed away.
As dawn broke, the Tiojans came to the shore out of curiosity. The
ships were gone. The siege was over, and they rejoiced. They found one
man still scavenging around the camp. He told them the Greeks had
made offerings to the gods and the wooden horse was such an offering.
The Greeks had said it was to remain on the battlefleld.
The Trojans argued among themselves about the meaning of the
horse. Some saw it as a threat. But, eventually, they rolled it into their
city, closed the gates for the night as usual, and for the first time in ten
years, slept without fear of a Greek attack.
From the belly of the wooden horse the Greek soldiers slipped into
the dark streets of the sleeping city. Two men climbed to the
battlements, while the rest hurried to the gates in the vast stone walls.
The men on the battlements lit a fire. Agamemnon saw it from far
out at sea and ordered the fleet back to the bay below the sleeping city.
The gates were unbarred and opened to admit Agamemnon's troops.
Menelaus and Diomedes came with Ajax. A11 the heroes left alive came
like hunting wolves into the city to join Odysseus.
They sacked the city, pillaged riches, butchered men and boys, and
enslaved the children and women. Smoke rose in a mighty pall.
Then the fleet, which had been ten years away, sailed back out across
the blood-dark sea. Almost all failed to reach home.
Even the wily Odysseus returned only after ten more wild and
wandering years. But that is another story.
The city walls are still there, layers of black ash and rubble, the haunt
of carrion birds. From Troy came treasures: gold, precious stones, bronze
mirrors, gold plates, delicate bracelets, filigree crowns. . . .
Sometimes in the night, the wind howls over the plain. They say it is
the souls of those who died and left their blood in the land near T.oy.

